
GIANT LETTERS ALPHAPLAY



MASGAMES is a company born in Barcelona more than 20 years ago. We are specialized in the manufacture of outdoor games and wooden urban furniture 
for the Horeca channel (Hotels, Restaurants, Communities...) or for demanding individuals.

Wood is the main raw material in most of our items. Playgrounds, swings, wooden houses, swings and garden furniture are some of our proposals.

Our way of understanding the game is actively and outdoors. Our products are also inclusive and non-gender, peaceful (non-war) and encourage physical 
exercise.

We like to communicate that our articles are “Made in Barcelona”, proof of our commitment to local production, design and respect for European quality, 
safety and sustainability standards.

Our team works on the design and manufacture of products for public use and we are also open to the possibility of working on custom designs for specific 
projects.

An example of this is our giant wooden letters ALPHAPLAY, large-format structures that can also house games such as slides or climbing walls, among 
other alternatives. These giant letters are an option for a children’s playground that also becomes a point of leisure and interest for visitors to a business, 
city or town.

The wood we use
for the construction of the ALPHAPLAY 
playgrounds is made of pine that comes 
from northern Europe and has the cer-
tificate that controls that it is obtained 
from managed forests.

Level IV autoclave
This wood is prepared for the exterior 
with a level IV autoclave. The autoclave 
treatment guarantees the resistance 
of the wood to prolonged weathering, 
humidity, rot, sun, temperature and 
against possible insect infestations 
(10-year guarantee). It is a non-toxic and 
arsenic-free treatment.

Humidity
Treated lumber may be damp from rain 
because it is stored outside. When we 
ship the poles we pack them and for a 
few days ideal conditions are created 
for mold to grow, but this can be easily 
removed with a cloth.

Living material
Wood is a living material that expands 
and contracts due to temperature and 
humidity conditions. This is why it is nor-
mal for cracks to appear in the wood.
Throughout the year the cracks can be 
more or less large and long. In summer 
they will be at their maximum and in 
winter, if the weather is humid, they will 
be reduced. This is the typical behavior 
of wood.

Standard EN1176
The giant letters ALPHAPLAY comply 
with the EN1176 public use regulation, 
by which they can be installed in public 
Parks of Town Halls, in Schools, Hotels, 
Restaurants, Communities of Owners, 
Campsites, Amusement Parks, Zoos, etc.

Customized design
ALPHAPLAY playgrounds can be 
customized with the typeface that is 
as similar as possible to a logo of a 
company, a town, a restaurant, etc... 
And we can also paint the giant letters 
in a single color or in colors of your 
choice. ALPHAPLAY letters are 100% 
customizable!

Pavement
ALPHAPLAY playgrounds that include 
game elements such as slides or swings, 
that is, any elevated structure on which 
children can climb, a damping pavement 
must be installed such as: washed river 
sand, 0.2 or 0 gravel .8 mm, vegetable 
barks, rubber, or similar materials that 
do not compact and that absorb the 
impact of possible falls.

With climbing 
walls, swings, 
slides, ...
The playgrounds with giant letters 
ALPHAPLAY, in addition to the value of 
outdoor play, allow the combination of 
various game elements such as climbing 
walls, swings, slides, so that children can 
interact with the entire structure.

Mounting
The giant ALPHAPLAY letters are 
supplied unassembled and require as-
sembly. Along with all the material that 
we send such as wood, anchors, screws 
and all the necessary elements, we also 
include instructions with all the steps 
to follow with graphics that facilitate 
assembly.
It is also necessary to make annual re-
views of the assembled elements.

Giant...
A giant wooden letter is by itself 
very beautiful but if there is 
space you can put the strength 
of a word, the name of a town, 
municipality, tourist area, public 
or private institution, company, 
school, university..., or words that 
do alone have a lot of strength and 
that it is important that they are 
not forgotten.

Anchors
The giant ALPHAPLAY letters include 
anchors specially designed to support 
the structures of the letters. These an-
chors can be installed on earth or sand 
surfaces, but it is necessary to make a 
concrete socket to secure the structures 
well.

...Letters!
Our giant ALPHAPLAY letters are 
widely photographed and shared on 
social networks, thus also becoming an 
interesting advertising claim for our 
customers.



The giant letters ALPHAPLAY have a height of 2.40 meters.

And the giant letter panels have 21x95 mm wood and we use 
88x88 mm pillars.

The available models are the following:

Ref: MA50070x

painted wood

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY

Ref: MA52070x

natural wood 

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY



Ref: MA50071x Ref: MA50072X

Ref: MA52071x Ref: MA52072X

with climbing wall
natural wood

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY

with climbing wall
painted wood

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY

with game panel
natural wood

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY

with game panel
painted wood
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Ref: MA50073X

Ref: MA52073X

www.masgames.es

Follow us!

with slide or
swing
painted wood

GIANT LETTER
ALPHAPLAY

with slide or
swing
natural wood
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